Make Ergonomics Your Routine
Exercises to Train Your Back

Introduction
In this leaflet, we have put together some exercises that can be
performed quickly and easily, for example during a break from your
microscopy work. The exercises help to train your back and to
loosen your shoulders and neck for more comfort during your routine
microscopy tasks.
Make sure that all exercises are performed correctly. You can set your training
level by adjusting the tension on the resistance band. You can either do all the
exercises or choose some which specifically train the area of the back where
you have problems. Do 15-20 repititions of each exercise.

Shoulder Lift with Resistance Band
This exercise is to train and mobilize the shoulder/neck area.
Starting Position:
· Put your feet on the resistance band, and hold the band around the hands in
tension, straight back, shoulders down
Movement:
· Pull the shoulders slowly up as much as possible while breathing in
· Hold the shoulders at the highest point for two seconds
· Bring the shoulders slowly back to the starting position while breathing out
Important:
· Pay attention to the tension of the resistance band; it should be the same
for both hands
· Try to move your shoulders up and down as far as possible
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Shoulder Lift with Chair
This exercise trains the area of the shoulders that pulls the shoulders
down while stretching the neck.
Starting Position:
· Keep your feet under the knees, hips close to the seat of the chair, hands near
the hips, shoulders pulled a little backwards, arms stretched
Movement:
· From the lowest point, bring the shoulders slowly towards the ears while
breathing in
· Move your shoulders away from the ears while breathing out
Important:
· Move the shoulders around with the greatest possible range of motion,
but very slowly
· Don’t bend the elbows; make sure only the shoulders are moving
· It is useful to do the “Shoulder Lift with Resistance Band” and “Shoulder
Lift with Chair” exercises together
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Rowing
This exercise trains the rotator cuff and thoracic spine.
Starting Position:
· Attach the resistance band to e.g., the table, the heater or the door latch
· Place your feet at shoulder-width, knees slightly bent, hip slightly tilted
forward, belly under slight tension, arms stretched
· Wrap the resistance band around the hands and keep the palms of your hands
pointed towards the ground
Movement:
· Pull the hands slowly towards the ribs, arms remain close to the body while
bending, the hands are rotating – all while breathing out
· In the final position, the palms of the hands should be pointing upwards, with
the wrists touching the ribs and the shoulder blades almost touching each other
· While breathing in, stretch the arms again until you are back in the starting
position
Important:
· Ensure that only the arms, shoulders and shoulder blades are moving –
the rest of the body should stay in the starting position
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External Rotation
This exercise trains the rotator cuff.
Starting Position:
· Hold the resistance band under tension around the hands, hands in front of
the belly close to each other, palms of the hands pointed upwards, elbows
close to the body
Movement:
· Bring your hands slowly out as far as possible without your elbow losing contact
with the body, hold for two seconds and move back to the starting position
Important:
· Do not let your elbow lose contact with the body
· The shoulders should be down and straight
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Lower Back Training with Reverse Butterfly
This exercise trains the lower back and the upper back at the same time
for more stability.
Starting Position:
· Stand on the resistance band with the legs slightly spread (more than shoulderwidth)
· Keep your weight on your heels, knees slightly bent
· Bend slightly forward while keeping your back straight, look at the ground, belly
slightly tensioned, arms stretched downwards, hands holding the resistance band
Movement:
· Move your stretched arms sideways and then all the way up – all while
breathing out
· The rest of the body stays in the starting position
· While breathing in, bring your arms back to the starting position
Important:
· Only the arms, shoulders and shoulder blades should be moving – the rest
of the body stays in the starting position
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Shoulder Stretch
This exercise mobilizes and stretches the whole shoulder.
Starting Position:
· Hold the resistance band wide in front of your hips under slight tension
Movement:
· Lead the arms slowly over your head and from there down towards your
buttocks and then slowly back to the hip
· Keep the shoulders at the same height at all times
Important:
· Find the right tension for your shoulders
· While moving the resistance band over the head, keep it under constant
tension
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Golf Rotation
This exercise makes the spine more flexible.
Starting Position:
· Stand next to the table and attach the resistance band to the table
· Place your feet at shoulder-width, distribute your weight evenly on both feet,
knees slightly bent, belly slightly tensioned, toes, knees and hips pointing forward
· Turn your upper body to the table, grab the slightly tensioned resistance band and
stretch your arms
Movement:
· Turn your upper body, arms and head at the same speed (slowly) as far as
possible to the other side – all while breathing out
· Hold your body in this position for 2 seconds
· While breathing in, turn back to the starting position
Important:
· Your toes, knees and hips should be pointing forward at all times
· Look at your hands at all times
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Neck Stretching
This exercise stretches your neck area.
Starting Position:
· Sit in a straight seating position without leaning
· Keep your head extended from the spine
Movement:
· Slide your right arm outstretched towards the floor
· The fingertips are stretched
· Lean your head to the left without turning it
Important:
· Don’t move the rest of your body and try to keep your shoulders at the
same height
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Mobility for the Chest and Neck
This exercise stretches your cervical spine and also straightens the
thoracic spine.
Starting Position:
· Make the back as round as possible while sitting
· Let the shoulders sink forward and make them round
· Pull the chin towards the chest as much as possible
Movement:
· Slowly bring your head into an overextended position
· At the same time, extend your arms sideways from the body and turn your
hands so that the palms face forward
· Try to raise your thoracic spine
Important:
· Keep a straight spine without curving the lower part of your back
(lumbar spine)
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Upper Body Rotation
This exercise improves the mobility of the spine.
Starting Position:
· Start in a straight seating position without leaning
· Keep your head extended from the spine
Movement:
· Slowly turn your entire upper body to the left until it stops
· Place the right hand on the thigh and the left on the chair
· Now pull with your arms a little bit for maximum rotation
Important:
· Try to keep your spine straight and stay firmly on the chair with the
buttocks
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General Usage Instructions
·T
 he resistance band is only intended for personal use.
· The resistance band is not a children’s toy. Keep out of reach from
children.
· Inspect the resistance band for damage before use.
· In case of damage, dispose of the resistance band.
· The resistance band can be damaged by jewelry or fingernails. Please
remove jewelry before exercising.
· Warm up before doing the exercises.
· In order to avoid injuries, perform the exercises slowly and carefully.
· If you feel pain during an exercise, stop doing the exercise.
· Always ensure sufficient freedom of movement during the exercises.
· Do not overstretch the resistance band.
· During the exercises always hold the resistance band under tension.
· Relax your muscles after the training and perform stretching exercises.
· Store the resistance band in a dark and dry place.
· The resistance band should not come into contact with oil. Remove stains
only by using water and a soft cloth. Do not use soap, detergents and
scouring pads. Dry damp spots well.

Are you interested in more exercises and tutorial videos?
https://frank-ritter-coaching.de/Downloads.php
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